
From: Steve Kosach
To: Burns, Anne M
Subject: Ugly monstrosity being approved for 1201 San Pablo Ave
Date: Tuesday, January 18, 2022 10:17:49 AM

WARNING: This is not a City of Berkeley email. Do not click links or attachments unless you trust the sender and
know the content is safe.

To whom it may concern: 

I live at 1209 Kains Ave, and was just emailed the plans for the building going up at 1201 San
Pablo Ave. As a 20yr Berkeley resident I appreciate the need for more housing all across the
Bay Area, but smashing a 6 story building onto the corner of San Pablo and Harrison is not the
way to do it. Not only are they shoving this building down our throats, but now it seems like
they're picking the ugliest design possible. No charming landscaping. No charming
architectural features. Just a six story featureless building that nobody but the neighbors will
notice. 

Not only will the SIX story building seriously degrade the value, aesthetic, and feel of our
charming and diverse street, but I have to wake up every morning to stare at the backside of it.
With no other buildings over 3 stories within sight of this piece of junk, I'll get the sense that
the city of Berkeley and the Council members who approved this thing are giving me the
finger. 

Sincerely, 

Steve Kosach

mailto:steve.kosach@gmail.com
mailto:ABurns@cityofberkeley.info






From: Segen Ketema
To: Burns, Anne M
Cc: dan.hayes@yahoo.com; Michael KETEMA; sdmsrt@aol.com; Tehan Ketema
Subject: 1201 San Pablo Development
Date: Tuesday, January 18, 2022 5:00:07 PM

WARNING: This is not a City of Berkeley email. Do not click links or attachments unless you trust the sender and
know the content is safe.

Hello, 

I am Segen Ketema, the eldest daughter of Michael Ketema and Semainsh Debrezion, the
homeowners of 1204 Kains Ave,the property directly behind the proposed 1201 San Pablo
Development. 

My parents bought this home in 1994 and have raised all 4 of their children in this
neighborhood. As one of the families that has lived on our block the longest, we have always
appreciated and enjoyed the community and camaraderie amongst our neighbors. We have
also seen the many changes occur in our greater neighborhood area that has impacted traffic
and an increase in people over the years. 

This leads to our concerns of the proposal: 

1. "66 dwelling units – 22 studios, 34 one-bedroom, and 10 two-bedroom; 17 to 28 vehicle
parking spaces in ground-level garage.” 

1. There are already issues at this time finding parking on Kains Avenue and on
Harrison Street and with the amount of units to potential parking spaces ratio, this
will become significantly worse.

2. “Massing/Building Design This 6-story structure steps down at the 5th and 6th floors to
the East to respond to the adjacent residential district. The east facing podium level
courtyard further reduces the scale of the project with a majority of the massing located
along San Pablo and Harrison.” 

1. We have concerns about the courtyard facing east- there is a portion that will look
directly into our 2nd floor and impact our privacy. Privacy is very important to us
and having people able to look into our home is worrisome. 

3. “Setbacks The building meets the property line at the North, West, and South sides.
There is a 5’ setback at the East side where the project abuts the R-2 residential district.”

1. With the sides of the building extending all the way to Harrison Street, we are
concerned about the view and amount of light this will block from our home.

4. The timeline of the proposed project is a huge concern for us. We know other mixed use
buildings in Berkeley, which have taken years to complete. The amount of construction
and noise that will impact our family on a day to day basis, and for an extended period
of time, for what should be a quiet, residential neighborhood is not something we are
looking forward to. Although we are not against the space being of better use, it is
concerning that this will impact the community and residential aspects of our
neighborhood that drew us to this house from the beginning. 

Thank you for taking our concerns into consideration.
Segen
-- 
Segen Ketema, MPH 
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